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Another Rough Quarter

Investors continued to be buffeted by stormy markets in the third quarter with equities and bonds deteriorating further from their second
quarter declines. Concerns over the ongoing strength of inflation and the prospect of recession created immovable obstacles for investors
across multiple fronts. The U.S. equity markets fared better than those outside the U.S. with the Russell 3000 Index returning -4.5% for the
period versus a return of – 9.9% for the MSCI ACWI ex U.S. index of foreign equities.
Bonds, in continuing an uncharacteristic performance, experienced a decline very similar to that of U.S. equities. We denote the rarity of the
decline in bonds because year-to-date, their return of -14.8% as measured by the ICE BofA Corporate, Government and Mortgage Index, has
been well beyond the decline for any previous calendar year. In fact, the worst annual return for the ICE Index is -2.8% in 1994. One key
aspect of bonds’ weak showing year-to-date is that the increase in yields experienced thus far started from an exceptionally low level with the
10-year U.S. Treasury yielding 1.5% level at the beginning of the year and rising to 3.8% at the end of the third quarter. Contrast this with
1994 where the 10-year started the year with a yield of 5.8% and finished at 7.8% – a significant increase, but the percentage change in yield
was much lower than what we have experienced in 2022 given the higher starting point at the beginning of 1994.
Financial assets were not alone in their decline during the third quarter. Commodities declined as well with the Goldman Sachs Commodity
Index declining 14.3%. Even oil, which had risen from $75.33 per barrel to $107.76 per barrel over the first six months of the year, saw its
price decline to $79.91 per barrel at the end of the third quarter.
Not all numbers associated with the third quarter are negative. The current estimate of U.S. GDP growth for the period is forecast to come in
at 1.4%. This follows the negative results for the first two quarters of 2022.

Fourth Quarter Outlook

In addition to the positive GDP growth expected to be reported for the third quarter the consensus view for the fourth is for another positive
result albeit a more modest one at 0.9%. Recession is not expected in the near term, as indicated by the expectation of positive growth for the
remainder of the year. As we have discussed in previous communications the labor market in the U.S. continues to be robust. The unemployment rate currently sits at 3.5%, initial claims for employment have been trending lower and the JOLTS measure of job openings most
recently registered 10.05 million. In fairness, the JOLTS measure has declined to the current level from a high of almost 12 million earlier
this year, but it is still over two million openings higher than the results seen in the years leading up to the pandemic.Also, Gross Domestic
Income (GDI) was positive for the first two quarters despite the decline seen in GDP. For clarification, the GDI measures what all participants
in the economy make, or “take in.” These include wages, profits, and taxes. Alternatively, GDP totals the value of the goods and services the
economy produces. And finally, consumer confidence has recovered from the lows seen a few months ago. Numerically this is illustrated by
the University of Michigan’s Consumer Sentiment Index which hit an all-time low level of 50.0 in June but has since rebounded to the most
recent reading of 58.6.
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Coincidental to these statistical measures supporting the thesis that a recession is not imminent is the growing probability that a recession will
occur. Numerous prognosticators are forecasting that a recession will develop some time next year. A key driver to the outlook for a recession
coming to fruition is the often stated resolve being communicated by the Federal Reserve (Fed) to bring the rate of inflation down to their
targeted level. The Fed has already raised its federal funds rate five times this year with the expectation that at their next meeting in November another 75 basis point fed funds increase will be implemented. As the Fed continues to raise interest rates there is a concern they may be
overly aggressive in their efforts and a byproduct will be an economy pushed into recession. As we move into the fourth quarter and beyond,
we will be monitoring developments on the inflation front as well as the actions and commentary from the Fed to determine if they necessitate any changes to our asset allocation positioning or significant shifts within our proprietary investment strategies.

Asset Allocation Overview

We are maintaining our current asset allocation positioning. This positioning has all major asset classes held at their neutral positions relative
to their allocations in our strategic benchmark. With the declines in value that occurred in financial markets during the quarter, the returns for
each of our five investment objectives were also negative.
The rationale for maintaining this positioning is based on our outlook for the fixed income and equity markets. With the increase in yields and
the anticipation that inflation has likely reached its peak, a level of stability should present itself in the fixed income markets keeping yields in
a trading range. On the equity side, we have seen a significant recalibration of valuations, particularly in higher growth sectors such as
information technology. This reduction of valuations combined with negative sentiment and the fact that earnings are anticipated to continue
growing helps to limit downside, not to mention the meaningful decline equities have already experienced year-to-date.
While no one enjoys seeing market values decline be it fixed income or equities one positive step investors can take in response to these
episodes is to review their investment objective. Evaluating how extensively their portfolio has participated in the adverse market environment thus far in 2022 can help investors determine whether their current investment objective truly reflects their goals and risk tolerance.

Fixed Income Commentary
Justin Carley, CFA, FLMI, Managing Director II

Bonds Tumble as Fed Focuses on Inflation

During this quarter, core fixed income returns had their worst month in more than 40 years amid their worst year in recent memory.
•
•
•
•

The Ice BofA US Master Index was down 4.5% in September and is down 14.8% year-to-date
Investment grade corporate bond spreads widened back to June levels
Investment grade corporate bonds underperformed Treasuries by about 3.6% this year
Mortgage-backed securities have been surprisingly weak and underperformed Treasuries by 3.1% this year

Did Bond Yields Peak?

We have been on watch for wild cards amid an extreme rise in both nominal and real interest rates globally. Due to the use of leverage, large
moves in major asset classes often has known-on effects. This materialized in the United Kingdom this quarter where government bond
yields surged amid loose fiscal policy initiatives. This ended up putting some pension funds in peril as their safe assets were down more
than 50%, and this doesn’t factor in often used leverage. The Bank of England relented and began unlimited purchases of longer dated
government bonds.

Fixed Income Commentary – Continued

The other key event of the third quarter was the relentless campaign from Fed officials to wring out any hope of an early 2023 cut in the
federal funds rate. The Fed is now committed to holding rates high amid weakening growth momentum. In every cycle the federal funds rate
has moved above the year-over-year change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI). It appears the Fed is looking to get the federal funds rate to
around 4.5% and wait for CPI to fall below.
The confluence of these two events pushed two-year Treasuries up 132 basis points in the quarter. The 10-year yields jumped 81 basis points
and pierced 4.0% but failed to close above. Our outlook for duration improved as the quarter ended. Duration was increased in strategy
accounts toward a slightly overweight positioning. The probabilities are signaling that the cyclical downswing in bond yields may have
begun.
•
•
•

Momentum weakened with each move lower in yields this cycle, which coincides with an extreme downside move
The Bank of England made a major policy pivot, which was followed by the Reserve Bank of Australia only raising rates 25 basis points
instead of 50, thereby sparking a large global bond and equity rally
Economic momentum continues to weaken

Secular Forces Favor Higher Yields in the Long Term

While the cyclical outlook for bonds may be improving, the secular forces for rising yields may have strengthened in the quarter. The U.S.
passed several significant spending bills despite already elevated inflation. Student loan forgiveness was pushed through. The energy crisis in
Europe was met with stimulus measures. Prominent countries around the globe continue to promote populist policies and fiscal deficits amid
record inflation. There is a shortfall of commodities from oil to lithium to copper that threaten to make higher highs with subsequent economic recoveries. Amid this backdrop, there is growing consensus that if the Fed just stamps out inflation now, we won’t have to worry about it in
years to come. The lessons from the 1970s would suggest otherwise as the Fed is forced to fight inflationary fiscal policies.
In summary, it is increasingly likely that yields may have peaked this cycle and will head lower until the end of the down cycle. However,
they may make a higher low due to secular forces. This is also not the best environment for corporate bonds and the strategies are positioned
below their historical averages to manage risk. The environment for corporate bonds will improve once the Fed has clearly begun an easing
cycle.

Equity Commentary
Mark Mandziara, Senior Managing Director

Tumultuous Quarter

As we began the third quarter, equity markets rallied into mid-August in the face of falling interest rates. This reversed as near-term
sentiment turned negative. Questions percolated as to the impact on regional and global economic growth, corporate profitability, and end
demand.
For the quarter, U.S. equities declined 4.5% while foreign equites fell 9.9%. Year-to-date U.S. equities have declined 24.6% while foreign
equities have dropped 26.5%.

Beyond Sentiment

Negative sentiment has been prevalent during 2022. While it may seem as communicating the obvious, an awareness of what is driving
sentiment is important.

Equity Commentary – Continued

As anticipated, monetary authorities across the globe are raising interest rates to combat inflation. As of quarter-end, the yield on the U.S.
Treasury 10-Year was 3.9%. This impacts equity valuations, specifically the discounting of a company’s future cash flows and earnings, thus
its price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio.
Valuations for both domestic and foreign equities have dropped from the prior year-end. The trailing 12-month P/E (P/E TTM) for the MSCI
USA Index has dropped from 26.1x to 18.3x. Similarly, the P/E TTM for the MSCI All-Country World Index (ACWI) ex-USA has declined
from 16.4x to 12.5x. Some may think this compression in P/E may be a revaluation in and of itself. Yet what is the expectation for corporate
profitability going forward?
Front-of-mind to many is the estimation of earnings per share (EPS) and its annual rate of change versus the prior period. Currently, for
domestic equities analysts are projecting EPS growth of 5.6% for calendar-year 2022, accelerating to 8.3% growth for 2023 and 8.5% growth
for 2024. These are materially below what was estimated earlier this year.
Outside the U.S., analyst downward revisions have been more aggressive.
The estimated growth in EPS is somewhat muddled as analysts project a 2.3% contraction in EPS for calendar-year 2022, followed by EPS
growth estimates of 3.3% and 6.9% for 2023 and 2024, respectively.
While analysts have written down their estimates for both domestic and foreign companies, the question is whether this trend in downward
revisions is in the ninth inning or if we remain in the middle innings.

Opportunity in the Midst

When factoring in EPS growth, valuations may appear more opportunistic. For the next 12 months (NTM), the P/E for the MSCI USA Index
stands at 15.6x which is modestly below its 20-year average of 16.0x. For the MSCI ACWI Index ex-USA, its P/E NTM is 10.8x which is
materially below its 20-year average of 13.1x.
Within the U.S., analyst revisions continue to trend downward. That said, the pace of downward revisions decelerated during the third quarter.
While estimated EPS growth year-over-year has been reduced from double-digit to single-digit growth, it is nonetheless positive.
Considerations
We are looking through the remainder of 2022 as downside volatility appears to be priced into the near-term. Given the fluid macro-environment, the volatility in interest rates coupled with the trend in analyst revisions means we are staying the course. We believe this is best
addressed by the continuous application of time-tested processes that have produced consistent risk-adjusted returns through various market
cycles.
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